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Intro: D - G -| D - G -| D - G -| D - G -

D       G        D
I am absolutely sure that it’s positively true
D       Bm A G        Asus A
nothing in this world could pull this boat away from you

D       A       Bm E7 A7
We will never drift away, In the arms of Jesus we will stay!
D       D/C# Bm A Bm A
Oh, nothing... no, nothing Can separate us from His grace
G A7      D - G -| D - G -
We’ll never drift a - way

D       G        D
We may sail through wind and rain, But our Anchor stays in place
D       Bm A G        Asus A
As You guide us home again, We are safe in Your forever grace!

D       A       Bm E7 A7
We will never drift away, In the arms of Jesus we will stay!
D       D/C# Bm A Bm A
Oh, nothing... no, nothing Can separate us from His grace
G A7 Bm Em G A7 D G D G D
We’ll never drift, oh what a gift, We’ll never drift a - way